
A cost-efficient and secure print 
management solution 
With PaperCut’s easy-to-use print management software, 
plus expertise in secure authentication management  
from rf IDEAS, you can overcome three typical challenges 
to implementing a secure and cost-effective print 
management solution.

Healthcare challenges

1.  Misplaced and misprinted patient 
health information

2.  Compliance and accountability for PHI

3. 	Expense,	implementation	difficulties 
and	workflow	disruptions

PaperCut is a print management software company 
that’s helping hundreds of millions of people around 
the globe to minimize waste while having a secure 
and easy printing experience.

 ▶ Easily print from any device, anytime

 ▶ Secure all documents before, during and after printing

 ▶ Shrink your footprint and your bills

 ▶ HIPAA-compliant access control

 ▶ Improved patient experience

 ▶ Simple, secure caregiver access

rf IDEAS provides the world’s most trusted contactless 
credential readers to support single sign-on, secure print, 
attendance tracking and other secure applications in 
healthcare, manufacturing, government and enterprise.

Security solutions from leading industry experts rf IDEAS and PaperCut.

A PARTNERSHIP FOR HEALTHCARE SECURITY

Secure authentication 
and print management 
in healthcare



CHALLENGE #1

Avoid misplaced and misprinted PHI
Authentication at the device is the critical step in ensuring that patient 
health information isn’t left in a printer tray or picked up by the wrong 
person. There are two pain points here: (1) ensuring adequate security 
without impeding productivity while  (2) authenticating the right user 
at the right printer at the right time.

What a secure print management solution could look like:

Smart card readers
Smart card readers from rf IDEAS are a 
vast improvement for seamless, secure 
authentication, productivity and satisfaction 
for healthcare providers who, on average,  
enter their passwords up to 70 times a day.

Secure Print Release
Secure Print Release functionality in PaperCut 
software enables your end  users to walk up, 
wave their ID credential over any printer, 
then get back to taking care of your patients.
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CHALLENGE #2

Manage compliance & accountability
The whole point of your secure print management strategy is to make sure 
the right information is getting to the right people. A part of this is knowing 
how to authenticate your users and data, while also knowing who has access 
to what and when. 

What a compliant print management solution could look like:

With just a tap or a wave, contactless WAVE ID® 
readers from rf IDEAS provide maximum flexibility 
for access control in hospitals and clinics, reading 
the widest range of credentials and including 
form factors that are ideal for laptops and 
workstations, medical devices and carts, 
supply cabinets, vending machines and more.

PaperCut MF comes with 80+ reports to identify 
who, what, when, where, why and how your 
users are utilizing or misusing your print and 
copy fleet. It also allows for digital watermarks 
and print archiving so you can track documents 
after they’ve been printed.
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Still want to 
know more?
PaperCut and rf IDEAS are partnering together to get 
you the best solution to face current challenges. Want 
to learn more about the partnership, solutions, or to 
set up a meeting with the teams?

 > Learn More Here

CHALLENGE #3

Simplify workflows while ensuring 
ease of use
Many healthcare IT teams work in distributed print environments with multiple 
sites, print servers, and limited visibility.  This makes adding or moving a printer 
a nightmare to install and manage. You need to find an inexpensive solution that 
will save you money, time and the headache of cumbersome integration or MFD 
set up. Bonus if you can find a solution that enables your mobile workforce and 
actually simplifies workflows for your users. 

What an easy-to-use print management solution could look like:

Mobile workforce
Your workforce is mobile, and your printing 
should be too. PaperCut Mobility Print and  
rf IDEAS® mobile readers allow for flexibility to 
access MFPs from various areas of the office 
or remote servers. No more cumbersome or 
time consuming passwords — tap, pick up 
and get back to your patients.

Find-Me feature
PaperCut’s Find-Me print feature means print jobs 
follow your users. All they have to do is hit print 
at a medical cart, workstation, laptop, tablet etc., 
and release their jobs from whichever printer 
they’re close to, whenever they want. Add 
Print Deploy, and installing print queues and 
drivers goes from time-consuming and tedious to 
lightning-fast and fully automated.
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